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Wanna Rodeo?
St. Francisville, Louisiana
If you’ve ever wanted to get up close and personal
to a real live rodeo, consider this sampling from
the Louisiana State Penitentiary: the Angola
Prison Rodeo, the longest running prison rodeo
in the nation. Held every weekend in October,
this rodeo has all the testosterone you could ever
want to see. Prisoners try their hand at the usual
fare, from bulls to bareback, but this rodeo goes
one better. A number of unique competitions
have evolved over the years, including Wild
Cow Milking and Guts and Glory. In the first
event, teams of inmate cowboys chase some
mighty spirited female bovines around the ring,
trying to extract some milk. First team that has
“Got Milk” wins the prize. The second event
places the biggest, crankiest Brahma bull in the
ring with a group of empty-handed prisoners.
The first cowboy to live through snatching a
poker chip suspended between the bull’s horns
is declared the winner. AngolaRodeo.com.
Airport: False River Regional Airport (HZR).

Riding
1600 Horses

View to a (Road) Kill
Marlinton, West Virginia

Kissimmee, Florida

Pilots are guilty of flying for a hamburger, but how
about squirrel gravy over biscuits, teriyaki-marinated
bear, deer sausage or pothole possum stew? Try the
West Virginia Road Kill Cook-off, now in its 18th
year. Chefs from far and wide start the cooking on
their secret recipes early in the morning, and samples
are available almost immediately from “booths” like
“Roadside Remnants” and the “Hit and Run Kitchen.”
In years past, the Food Network, the Travel Channel
and the Discovery Channel have all filmed this wild
and wacky festival! Try it this September 26th, 2009.
PccocWV.com/festival.htm.
Airport:
Greenbrier
Country Airport (LWB).

If you’re telling us you’re not
interested in flying a North
American P-51 Mustang, your
nose is growing. The P-51 is the
world’s most iconic aircraft, yet
the WWII warbird flies too high for
most of us to fly or afford. Not any more.
Stallion 51 in Kissimmee, Fla., is happy
to take you up in their dual-controlled Mustang
and hand you the controls. Whether you come with
little or no flight experience, the Stallion 51 instructor will
begin with a thorough preflight and customize the flight for your
given experience level. Once in the air, you will be invited to do the majority
of the flying, from basic maneuvering to high-performance aerobatics. Not only
will you leave with one of the most memorable flights of your life, you’ll get a
video of the entire flight to watch again and again. Now, that’s a day of flying!
Stallion51.com, 407.846.4400, Airport: Kissimmee Gateway Airport (ISM).
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